Members in attendance:

- Anil Navkal
- Amy Latva-Kokko

Membership: No update.

Greetings & Approval of minutes: Review with approval; Minutes available online on town website as posted.

Solar By-Law:

Discussion of the purpose of a solar by-law, large scale and carport elements in that by-law, state law allows up to 25kW on your roof. SolSmart is the state model. Since this meeting on 7/23, Andrew is forming a committee to focus solely on the Solar By Law.

Presentation by Shreyas Pal:

AHS 10th grader Shreyas Pal presented his analysis of AHS building energy consumption 11pm-4am over a 3 year period using the Energize Andover app. Taking over a thousand data points and analysing it for patterns, he was able to identify both common factors and that some days there were higher energy savings. This was a lead up to the summer boot camp to be presented at next AGAB meeting.
**Sustainability Coordinator**

Town Select Board voted 4-1 to have a Sustainability Coordinator to support the Town Manager's sustainability goals. AGAB to support and coordinate with that person who will report to Selectmen.

General discussion of

- how to promote a “culture of conservation”.
- Preeminence law: in regard to pesticide, a town cannot put in more restrict rule than the State.
- Environmental Science Course not running this fall

**Community Choice Aggregation**

Info sessions for fall to create community engagement ahead of Nov. 14 Town meeting. Energy broker to be selected this fall.

Meeting concluded at 8:30.